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Abstract
This paper, based on a novel hybrid techno-economic model for geothermal power
plants with endogenized plant lifetime, investigates the economic feasibility of a
sustainable exploitation of geothermal resources for electricity generation. To this
end, standard terminology and classifications from the literature are reviewed, such
as “sustainability”, “sustainable operation”, “renewability”, “recovery”, “recharge”, and
“regeneration”. An illustrative conventional, convective high-enthalpy hydrothermal
system is contrasted with an enhanced, conductive low-enthalpy petrothermal system.
Furthermore, different (mostly geophysical) sustainable operation criteria for the use of
geothermal energy are derived from the literature. The conditions for complying with
these criteria are compared with the economic criteria of cost minimization (levelized
cost of electricity, LCOE) and profit maximization (net present value, NPV), respectively,
revealing differences that vary in intensity, particularly depending on the type of reservoir and their respective properties. For the two case studies, LCOE of 2.9 €-ct/kWh and
16.9 €-ct/kWh are found, which are further scrutinized by a detailed sensitivity analysis.
The hydrothermal system, in contrast to the petrothermal system investigated, is found
to be able to meet several of the sustainability criteria examined (extraction equals
recharge, operating lifetime of 100 to 300 years), whereas economically optimal operation leads to excessive overexploitation in both cases, showing a distinct trade-off
between profit maximization and sustainable operation that has not been discussed in
the literature so far.
Keywords: Sustainability, Geothermal recharge, Power generation, Convection,
Conduction, Enhanced geothermal system, Hydrothermal and petrothermal
geothermal systems, Economics, Sensitivity analysis
JEL Classification: D25, Q25, Q32, Q42, Q57, R32

Introduction
To meet the challenges of climate change, renewable energy sources will have to
replace fossil fuels at a massive scale well before the end of this century (Bauer 2014a:
27). Especially the vast and ubiquitous energy stored in the earth’s interior offers an
immense potential to which more attention should be paid (Mongillo et al. 2010: 9).
The heat and power generation from geothermal sources is continuously available and
therefore base-load capable, which is an important advantage over most other renewable energy sources (Zhang et al. 2014: 788). Moreover, it can be found “practically
© The Author(s) 2021. This article is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License, which permits use, sharing,
adaptation, distribution and reproduction in any medium or format, as long as you give appropriate credit to the original author(s) and
the source, provide a link to the Creative Commons licence, and indicate if changes were made. The images or other third party material
in this article are included in the article’s Creative Commons licence, unless indicated otherwise in a credit line to the material. If material
is not included in the article’s Creative Commons licence and your intended use is not permitted by statutory regulation or exceeds the
permitted use, you will need to obtain permission directly from the copyright holder. To view a copy of this licence, visit http://creativeco
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everywhere” (Barbier 2002: 56f ) because the heat stored in the bedrock is supplied both
by radioactive decay within the rock and by the heat flow from the earth’s interior all
around the world (Bauer 2014b: 7). Even if the technical potential1 is only a fraction of
the energy stored underground, it could still cover human energy needs for centuries
(Tester et al. 2006: 12; Paschen et al. 2003: 5). Geothermal resources have been defined
as “the energy that could reasonably be extracted at cost competitive with other forms of
energy at some specified future time” (Muffler and Cataldi 1978: 53). Up to now, however, economical use only exists for a few places with particularly favorable site conditions (Grant and Garg 2012: 1). As a result, with 16 G
 We of installed capacity in 2020
(Hutter 2020: 2), geothermal energy represents only a tiny share of world total electricity
generation.
In the future, so-called enhanced geothermal systems (EGS) could also enable
to develop unconventional reservoirs which do not by nature provide all optimal conditions required for the recovery of geothermal energy (Tester et al. 2006: 1). Some 90%
of the total accessible geothermal energy is present in the form of hot dry rock (HDR)
(Jiang et al. 2014: 300), which is characterized by low permeability and the absence of
water (Stober and Bucher 2014: 53). Using EGS technology these HDRs could be used to
create artificially fractured reservoirs at the desired volume, with appropriate temperature, and at an accessible depth (Barbier 2002: 55). “This will provide almost unlimited
energy, since almost any geological site […] could be considered as a reservoir” (Chamorro
et al. 2012: 12). Due to this, EGS, as an emerging HDR heat utilization technology, has
attracted broad attention in many countries around the world (Dalmais et al. 2019; Jiang
et al. 2014: 300; Ziagos et al. 2013: 1). At the end of 2019, there were 130 operating power
plants in Europe, with a total generation capacity of 3.3 GWe, an additional 36 projects
under development, and another 124 projects in the planning phase. This means that the
number of operating plants could double within the next 5 to 8 years (EGEC 2020: 9).
Geothermal energy is often considered both a sustainable and a renewable energy
source, but these terminologies must be handled with caution, especially with regard to
conductive systems. While the former describes how the resource is utilized, the latter
describes a natural property of the resource (Stefansson 2000: 883; Axelsson et al. 2010:
3). There are different and controversial definitions in the literature, so that a clarification and proper use of these terms is an absolute necessity in order to avoid confusion
both in research and the political discussion.
Obviously, some technological barriers still exist that prevent the massive use of geothermal energy. In the case of deep geothermal energy use, in addition to the need for
drilling several kilometers into crystalline basement rock formations, reservoir stimulation creates additional challenges and obstacles. It has not yet reached the level that
a desired network of fractures can be achieved without severe efforts (Chen and Jiang
2015: 41). Consequently, well productivity remains another great technological challenge for the commercialization of EGS (Jelacic et al. 2008: 6). However, given the developments in power generation, such as the rapid rise in photovoltaics over the last two

1

The technical potential for geothermal power generation describes the share of the theoretical potential that can be
"technically exploited" taking into account current technical possibilities (Paschen et al. 2003: 23; Rybach 2010: 2; EPA
2007: 2–4).
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decades, which 20 years ago was surpassed by a factor of 100 by geothermal energy in
terms of electricity production (Fridleifsson 2001: 308), it is important to consider further possible technical breakthroughs in other segments as well. Given the right circumstances, such as a stable policy framework, proper insurance schemes, sound research
and development and demonstration (RD&D) policies as well as carbon pricing and the
abandonment of supporting fossil fuels, the use of geothermal energy could scale up
very rapidly (EGEC 2020: 15).
The future of geothermal energy will strongly depend on the extent that geothermal
power plant deployment can be accelerated. Other sources of renewable energy are developing rapidly, whereas geothermal power growth over the last 5 years has been limited to a
mere 3.65 GWe and only slightly offsets the linear growth trend observed since 2010 (Hutter 2020: 1). However, if the state of the art is about to reach a level at which commercial
use of geothermal energy would be feasible at any given place, it is of interest to know in
advance what the usage of these resources and the resulting effects could look like. Therefore, the focus of this study is not exclusively on natural systems, but also EGS.
Economics and sustainable operation of geothermal resources are two topics that are
usually considered as two separate issues in the literature. This research aims to establish a connection between the two fields via a hybrid techno-economic optimization
model that treats extraction rates as endogenous, thus enabling the joint evaluation of
geothermal resources in both monetary terms (economic viability, profit maximization)
and with regard to optimal lifetime (sustainability of resource use). To set up the model,
a comprehensive review of current literature in the field of sustainability and economics regarding geothermal power generation was carried out. On this basis, several cost
functions were derived, which ultimately can all be displayed as a function of the extraction rate, which in return determines the expected reservoir lifetime. In addition to this,
the model also includes geological properties that reflect the regeneration capacity of
the reservoir. Although the model is partly built on some broader generalizations, its
integrated and interdisciplinary formulation nevertheless provides a strong and general
foundation for the evaluation of deep geothermal energy systems, and is suitable for the
implementation of more sophisticated submodels.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the following section, all necessary background information is provided. In addition to the geological and technical aspects, a definition and clarification of the terms “sustainable” and “renewable” is
provided for the purpose of this study but also further use. On that basis, production
modes and their impacts on different reservoir structures are discussed, which serves as
the foundation for the discussion of all parameters needed for the optimization model
proposed. Next, the two exemplary cases considered—a convective hydrothermal as well
as a conductive petrothermal system—are described in detail. Then, the hybrid model
is applied and a sensitivity analysis with variations of key parameters undertaken to
check the robustness of the results, and to discuss the implications on the sustainability
of operation. It allows to better understand the differences between sustainable operation with and without accounting for profitability considerations, and the two exemplary
cases investigated. This way, we are able to show that the question of sustainable production of a geothermal reservoir ultimately depends not only on the specific geological
conditions, but also on the way resource use is affected by market-based conditions. A
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key difference of this work compared to other analysis (e.g., Frank et al 2012: 3; IRENA
2017: 14; Knaut et al 2012: 25) or publicly available tools, such as the geothermal electricity technology evaluation model—GETEM (EERE 2016), is that the reservoir lifetime
is not considered as an exogenously determined, fixed value but treated as endogenous,
which is what makes the discussion about (non-)sustainable operation possible in the
first place. This is an important and original contribution to the existing literature.

Theoretical background
Reservoir characteristics

The following classification of geothermal reservoirs is based on the type of energy
inflow to the system, namely conduction and convection. Usually a subdivision of geothermal systems in dependence of the reservoir’s enthalpy is common (e.g., Bodvarsson
1964; Muffler 1979; Haenel et al. 1988; Benderitter and Cormy 1990; Sanyal 2005). However, temperature is not necessarily linked to the heat transport mechanism, which is
meant to play an important role in the context of sustainable operation.
Convection-based reservoirs: Convection-based systems comprise the vast majority of
operating geothermal power plants worldwide. Due to their presence and the many decades of operation they are also referred to as conventional or natural systems (Friedleifsson et al. 2008: 68; Williams 2010: 1). They are either controlled by an igneous activity in
volcanic areas, faults in extensional terrains, or a combination of both, such as intrusive
bodies at fault zones (Moeck 2014: 871). Due to strong heat anomalies and the convective setting, the natural energy flow to such a system can be very high (O’Sullivan et al.
2010: 314). We hereafter refer to the energy flow towards the system as recharge.
Classically, convective geothermal reservoirs are of a hydrothermal nature, but also
the recharge of unconventional EGS could be based on convection, as for example with
favorable conditions like in the Upper Rhine Graben, where hydraulic-convective heat
and fluid re-supply from the far field can be effective due to large-scale permeable faults
(Vidal and Genter 2018: 68).
Conduction-based reservoirs: Geothermal systems in passive plate tectonic settings are
usually conduction-based due to the absence of asthenospheric anomalies as well as faults
in the crust. A distinction can be made between reservoirs in sedimentary rock and crystalline rock. The former includes hydrothermal systems, meaning deep aquifers that have
been heated by a near normal heat flow (Moeck 2014: 874), while the latter is referred to
as a petrothermal system, but more commonly known as HDR. The energy recharge of a
conduction-based reservoir is quite limited compared to that in a convective setting. It is a
relatively slow process where a time constant of the order of hundreds of years is needed to
characterize the process, whereas time constants in the range of days or months are suitable to describe the process of convection (Stefansson 2000: 884–885).
Sustainability and renewability

Sustainability is a very comprehensive topic. This work considers only the temporal
component, as sustainability is first and foremost a question of the temporally resolved
consumption of an existing resource in connection with its regeneration rate. Neither
social aspects nor environmental impacts such as seismicity, changes in the landscape or
effects on organisms are considered.
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Geothermal energy is usually referred to as a renewable source of energy and is also
considered as environmentally benign. Both attributes are indeed applicable, but within
certain limits, which must be addressed in a fully objective manner. Rybach (2003: 464)
points out that “[a]ny attempts at disguising or even concealing production decline or a
possible impact on the environment could bring discredit upon an entire industry, spreading mistrust amongst the authorities as well as the general public.” We therefore take an
approach to clarify where the boundaries of sustainable operation lie and how economic
optimization can create a trade-off versus sustainability of operation. When immersing
in the subject, we have come across some inconsistencies and ambiguities which have
been denounced by other authors in the field as well, e.g., Hähnlein (2013), Stefansson
(2000), Axelsson et al. (2010), Steingrimmson (2006) and Rybach and Mongillo (2006).
In our opinion, this is mainly due to the fact that extraction patterns are not put in relation to the renewability of a reservoir, which in turn is largely determined by the reservoir type (either being convective or conductive). Further, the terms renewable and
sustainable are often confused (Axelsson and Stefánsson 2003: 41). Based on the work
of Stefansson (2000), which is generally supported by many other authors in this field,
we want to contribute to a better understanding of these terminologies. In order for a
geothermal resource to be sustainable it must be renewable. While the latter describes a
property of the energy resource, the former describes how a resource is utilized. Imagine
a developed reservoir. It is composed of three main variables: an initial stock of recoverable heat S, a natural energy recharge rate Re to this stock, and an extraction rate of
energy E. True sustainability is achieved when the extraction is equal to or less than
the natural inflow of energy (Barbier 2002: 37; Rybach 2003: 464–465), E ≤ Re, with the
extraction rate E being subject to the operator’s control. On the one hand, this entails
that the operator determines whether or not a reservoir under production can be considered as sustainable while, on the other hand, this means that the level of extraction
rate meeting the sustainability criterion depends on the natural recharge. This leads to
the concept of renewability, describing the regeneration properties of the geothermal
reservoir. Axelsson et al. (2010) state that geothermal resources are normally classified
as renewable energy sources, which is consistent with the classification of international
agencies (Stefansson 2000: 883), because they are maintained by a continuous energy
current. However, they also point out that such a classification may be an oversimplification. In line with what we have established so far, they highlight that the stored energy is
under certain circumstances renewed quite slowly, especially the part that is renewed by
heat conduction, so that geothermal energy is not necessarily a renewable energy source
on a human time scale. This again reflects that the degree of renewability determines
whether a reservoir can be considered to be sustainable or not.
After discussing what ‘true’ sustainable production means in terms of the extraction of
geothermal resources, we will provide a definition of production in a sustainable manner
adopted in the field, since for economic reasons, true sustainable operation is only possible in very few cases with a corresponding high energy recharge. Production in a sustainable manner has been described by means that “[…] the production system applied is
able to sustain the production level over long times” (Rybach and Mongillo 2006: 1083).
In Iceland, a reference period of 100 to 300 years has been proposed (Axelsson et al.
2005), while in New Zealand production for a period longer than 100 years is considered
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Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of the difference between sustainable and excessive production. (Source
Steingrimsson 2006: 4)

Table 1 Level of sustainability in dependence of extraction/recharge ratio
Level of sustainability
Truly sustainable
Sustainable manner
Unsustainable

Extraction/recharge ratio
E ≤ Re

E ≤ E0 with E > Re

E > E0 with E >> Re

Operation time (relative values)
Infinite
100 to 300 years
Few decades (< 100 years)

as sustainable (Bromley et al. 2006). Hähnlein et al. (2013: 915) state that “[t]his technical
interpretation of sustainability is oriented at the extractable energy of the natural system
and is suitable especially for deep production systems” and seems more suitable for the
purposes compared to an infinite operation time. However, how long the maximum lifetime of a geothermal reservoir can be extended without violating its economic viability
depends largely on its size, whereas a predefined fixed value such as 100 years may be
highly inappropriate. Time frames for geothermal power plants in economic analysis are
generally in the order of only some 30 years. This is not only due to concessions granted
by the mining authority, but also to factors such as the technical lifetime of plant components and the limitation of production to an economically relevant time frame.
This means that in contrast to true sustainable operation, which requires E ≤ Re, this
technical interpretation allows extraction rates E > Re, but in such a way that the production is feasible for very long periods of time. Axelsson et al. (2010: 3) paraphrase the
extraction rate that meets this criterion as follows: “For each geothermal system, and for
each mode of production, there exists a certain level of maximum energy production, E0,
below which it will be possible to maintain constant energy production from the system
for a very long time […]. If the production rate is greater than E0 it cannot be maintained
for this length of time. Geothermal energy production below, or equal to E0, is termed
sustainable production while production greater than E0 is termed excessive production.”
(see Fig. 1). Note that this definition neither considers further environmental issues nor
economic aspects (i.e., such a production level may not be feasible under certain circumstances) but applies to the extractable energy and depends on the nature of the system.
Table 1 gives an overview of the deduced criteria of sustainable operation relevant to this
work.
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Endogeneity of reservoir lifetime

For most geothermal reservoirs an excessive production scheme is pursued (O’Sullivan
et al. 2010: 314), as production rates in a (geophysically) sustainable manner are very
limited and often found to be uneconomical (Rybach 2003: 465). The reasons for the
economic incentives lie, among others, in the quick payback of investments, as well
as the time preference with regard to future profits (Rybach and Mongillo 2006). For
high extraction rates the energy yield will be high at the beginning (and with it the economic benefits), but the energy delivery will decrease over time, in a way which may
cause the breakdown of a commercially viable operation. The drawbacks of an excessive production scheme that overexploits the resource beyond its regenerative capacity
come in the form of a stronger production decline than otherwise and a shorter lifetime
of the reserve (and thus plant), i.e. the part of the resource that can economically be
extracted, and possibly resulting in a lower amount of electricity generated overall.
For the economically optimal exploitation of a finite resource, usually the Hotelling
rule (Hotelling 1931) is applied, which represents the trade-off between exploiting some
reserve of interest for gaining revenues at current prices immediately and leaving it in
the ground for later use when prices expectedly have increased due to the finiteness of
the resource (so-called “scarcity rent”). For two reasons, however, Hotelling’s classical
model is not directly applicable to geothermal energy: first, the product sold (in our
analysis) is electricity, therefore competing with all other ways of generating electricity,
some of which might be cheaper also in the long run (so-called “backstop technologies”).
Secondly, the energy stored in the earth is also inexhaustible on a human timescale,
and geothermal energy usage describes only a local degradation of heat, which can be
extracted in less favorable locations as technology progresses and costs can be brought
down further. The Hotelling rule states that the owner of a finite resource is only willing to sell that amount immediately if it does not allow to gain more profit if sold later,
assuming an increase in price (due to the finiteness of the resource) in lockstep with
the market interest rate. Reversing the basic logic behind the Hotelling model provides
an economic explanation for non-sustainable production also of resources that are
non-finite in principle, but at the same time exhaustible. Since the Hotelling model was
designed for the optimal exploitation of finite resources, i.e., such without recovery and
regeneration properties, some modifications are required that are described in the following section.

Model formulation
The aim of our research is to develop a comprehensive hybrid techno-economic optimization model for analyzing the optimal temporal exploitation of a specific geothermal reservoir. This allows us to demonstrate the violation of sustainable operation due
to economic considerations and, by performing a sensitivity analysis, also to identify
those parameters that have the greatest impact on profitability and sustainability. The
model consists of three components: (1) a geological sub-model, describing the natural
properties of the resource; (2) a technical sub-model, addressing the respective technical constraints that arise; and (3) an economic sub-model, reflecting the economically
rational (profit-maximizing) behavior of a power plant operator (Fig. 2). The parameters
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Table 2 Model parameters
Geophysical

Technological

Economic

Heat in place
    Reservoir volume
    Porosity
    Temperature
Recoverable heat
    Recovery factor
Recharge
    Convection/conduction
    Radioactive decay
    Compensation from surroundings

Extraction
    Average well productivity
    Production decline
Reservoir lifetime
Reinjection
Electricity conversion
Capacity factor

CAPEX
    Surface investment
    Subsurface investment
    Exploration
OPEX
    Operation
    Maintenance
Revenues
Interest rate

CAPEX capital expenditures, OPEX operating expenditures

Fig. 2 Schematic model illustration

considered are grouped into three categories—geophysical, technological and economic
ones (see Table 2) and discussed in the following.
Geophysical parameters
Heat in place

Starting point is the calculated heat content of the reservoir, generally known as “heat in
place” (HIP). It corresponds to the amount of heat that can be obtained when the reservoir cools down to the temperature on the earth’s surface. The calculation accounts for
the specific heat capacity c (J kg−1 K−1), density ρ (kg m−3), volume V (m3), and temperature Ta (°C) of the reservoir or aquifer. The average temperature on the earth’s surface
TS (°C) is used as a counterpart (Paschen et al. 2003: 23). Equation (1) governs the HIP,
which in the following is referred to as a dynamic stock, S0, of a given reservoir or aquifer (Gringarten 1978: 300):

S0 = ρa · ca · V · (Ta − TS )

(1)

while Eq. (2) (Gringarten and Sauty 1975: 4957):

ρa · ca = � · ρf · cf + (1 − �) · ρr · cr

(2)

considers the heat capacity of the aquifer via the porosity  (%) and the different heat
capacities of fluids and rocks.
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Recovery factor

Since not all of the heat stored in the reservoir is actually recoverable, we introduce
the recovery factor R (%), which reflects the recoverable portion of the heat and is
primarily dependent on reservoir structure, not temperature (Williams 2010: 1).
Multiplication of the initial stock by the recovery factor gives the amount of heat
that can be recovered, SR (J).

SR = S0 · R.

(3)

In order to address this value, we refer to values from the literature for various
reservoirs. Recovery factors of natural geothermal systems generally lie between 5
and 20% (Garg and Combs 2010; Williams 2010: 1) for EGS systems, the heat recovery factor is expected to be lower because of the difficulty in emulating naturally
fractured systems (Grant and Garg 2012). Even though recovery factors in the range
of 20–50% or even beyond have been derived from analytical numerical models
under ideal conditions for EGS reservoirs (Sanyal and Butler 2005; Chen and Jiang
2015: 46; Tester et al. 2006), single-digit values seem to be more reasonable for
non-homogeneous systems in real world applications (Kohl et al. 2008: 28; Grant
and Garg 2012; Williams 2010: 6; Jelacic et al. 2008: 4). This extreme difference is
due to the fact that these models assume that the fractures are uniform and closely
spaced, thus neglecting preferential flow, which would result in increased cooling of
the main heat exchange surfaces (Grant and Garg 2012). For the above reasons, we
opt for an EGS recovery factor of 5% as suggested by various authors (e.g., Jelacic
et al. 2008: 5; Williams 2010: 6). In addition, we take into account the thermal compensation of the surrounding rock. Chen and Jiang (2015) were able to model the
effects caused by the heat difference between the rock matrix in the porous reservoir
and the impermeable boundary rocks. They conclude that for a homogeneously fractured reservoir, depending on proper well layout, about 4–8% of the heat extracted
by the outflow fluid has originated from the rock mass enclosing the reservoir. Since
this value is expected to be significantly lower for a natural geothermal system, we
have assumed a value of 1% (and 6% for the EGS case, respectively).

Recharge

The recharge is composed of heat production due to radioactive decay HR (W m−3)
within the reservoir and heat flow from the earth’s interior HF (W m−2), and may be
convective or conductive. With Vr (m3) being the rock volume and A (m2) the surface
area of the reservoir, we can formulate the total recharge (J) to the reservoir over its
lifetime as:

�t
0

�t
Re dt = (HR · Vr + HF · A)dt.

(4)

0

O’Sullivan et al. (2010) listed the heat flow of some convective and conductive reservoirs in their work. These are used in our study to calculate the recharge in combination with information about the prevailing rock and its properties.
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Technical parameters
Extracted heat

The rate at which heat is extracted E (J s−1) is defined as the product of flow rate Q
(m3 s−1), volumetric heat capacity of the heat-carrying fluid cf · ρf (J m−3 K−1), and the
withdrawn temperature of the fluid before reinjection, Tprod − Treinj (°C) (Kohl et al.
2008: 13):


E = Q · cf · ρf · Tprod − Treinj .
(5)
Conversion efficiency

The conversion efficiency describes the quality of the conversion of heat into electrical
energy. Because of the low temperature of produced fluids which are generally below
250 °C, conventional geothermal power plants have low efficiency values of between
10 and 17% (Barbier 2002: 41). In line with Jelacic et al. (2008: 6–7) we assume that
energy conversion of EGS is equal to those of liquid-dominated hydrothermal resources
at similar temperatures (flash steam and binary plants). O’Sullivan used efficiencies of
5–10% for low- and high-enthalpy reservoirs, respectively. Zarrouk and Moon (2014)
carried out a worldwide review using published data from 94 geothermal plants and
came up with comparable results. Therefore, enthalpy-dependent net conversion values of between 5 and 15% are considered suitable for the developed cases in the present
study.
Power generation

The total electrical energy generated Eel (MWh) results from the extracted heat according to Eq. (5) with the respective conversion efficiency η (%) (Williams 2010: 2):

Eel = η ·



0

�t

E dt · 2.7̇ · 10−10 .

(6)

Well productivity

According to Eq. (5), the flow rate is obviously critical to the extracted heat and, alongside temperature, a key factor determining economic viability (US Department of
Energy 2009). However, rather than determining a value for Q we leave this variable free,
because it is the pivotal point of our optimization, and aim for determining a value of
well productivity instead.
For wells in a conventional field, we can derive the typical flow rate by drawing on
Stefansson (1992), during which he analyzed the result of drilling in 31 high-temperature geothermal fields across the world. He showed that the average yield of wells
in any particular geothermal field is fairly constant after passing through a certain
learning period and gaining sufficient knowledge about the reservoir to site the wells
such that the maximum yield is achieved. He states that after this learning phase,
which we account for by rising costs for the drilling of exploration wells, the average initial output per well is 4.2 ± 2.2 MWe (Stefansson 1992: 829). Sanyal (2004: 3)
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suggests a similar typical initial production of 5 M
 We per well which is corroborated
by Thorhallsson and Sveinbjornsson (2012: 7). Our default values for a natural highenthalpy reservoir are therefore set to w̄ = 5 MWe per well, while experience has
shown that the output for an EGS reservoir is lower and estimated at w̄ = 1.5 MWe.
This value can arguably be considered as fairly high, but our program includes drilling wells for exploration purposes that are not credited with productivity, so to some
extent these effects cancel each other out.

Production decline

All wells in geothermal operation experience some sort of production decline, even
if the reservoir is operated with reinjection, as the pressure is not equalized instantaneously from injection to production areas. In addition to decreasing pressure and
declining temperature at the production well, mineral precipitation further enhances
this effect (White et al. 1971). Even if a generalization of declining electrical output
that can be realized through a well and the respective conversion technology is difficult, Sanyal et al. (2000) introduced an approximation equation. Just like wells in the
oil industry (cf. Fetkovich 1980), geothermal production wells undergo a harmonic
decline over time (Sanyal et al. 1989), following:

Wt =

Wi
,
1 + Di,t

(7)

where Wi is the initial productivity, Di is the initial annual decline rate and Wt is the
productivity in year t . The harmonic decline trend implies a decline rate that slows down
over time, the annual decline rate Dt of productivity in year t being given by (Sanyal et al.
1989):

Dt =

Di
.
1 + Di,t

(8)

In most cases the decline rate increases with installed capacity. This sensitivity
of productivity decline to installed capacity is too site-specific to be quantified by
a generally applicable correlation. Nevertheless, Sanyal et al. (2000) suggested an
approximate formulation:
 ′ 

Wi
ln Wi′
Di′ =
Di ,
(9)
Wi
ln Wi
where Di is the initial annual harmonic decline rate when the total production rate is
Wi , and Di′ is the resulting initial annual harmonic decline rate when the total production rate is changed to Wi′ . Assuming a typical initial harmonic decline rate of 5% for a
specific reference capacity, the initial annual harmonic decline rate for any other plant
capacity is estimated from Eq. (9). To keep production stable throughout the reservoir
lifetime of the power plant, a simplified assumption is made that makeup drilling is performed at evenly distributed time intervals from the beginning to the end of operation.
Further information on the implementation is provided when addressing subsurface
costs later on.
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Reservoir lifetime

Starting point for the assessment of the endogenously determined reservoir lifetime is
the recoverable HIP, SR (J), which is governed by Eq. (3). While this initial stock is resupplied from the natural recharge Re (J s−1) (Eq. 4), it is extracted in dependence of the
applied extraction rate E (J s−1) (Eq. 7). This means that the rate of change of the HIP can
be expressed as follows:

(10)

ṠR = E − Re.

Operating time t (s) results from the time required to extract the recoverable heat
while being counteracted by the recharge. Integration of the extraction and recharge
rates over the life of the reservoir results in values for the total extraction and the total
natural recharge which together must ultimately correspond to the recoverable heat
content:

SR =



t

E dt −

0



t

Re dt.

0

(11)

It should be noted that the total extraction is equal to the initial stock plus the total
recharge, as shown in Eq. (12), and is thus more than what is considered recoverable at
the beginning:



t

E dt = SR −
0



0

t

Re dt.

(12)

This means that because a lower extraction rate results in a longer lifetime, the total
amount of energy produced increases. Depending on the natural recharge this value
can be significant. Since the model works with constant extraction rates, due to the fact
that we counteract the production decline by accounting for drilling make-up wells (see
“Production decline”), lifetime of the reservoir t (s) can be calculated from Eq. (12) as:

�t = SR /(E − Re).

(13)

Reinjection

Reinjection in geothermal activities has been used for a long time (Stefansson 1997).
Often, more than 95% of the fluid produced is reinjected into the reservoir, limiting pressure losses while ensuring that a heat carrier is present (Barbier 2002: 19). As a standard
practice, reinjection wells are located at lower elevation than the production wells, making the use of reinjection pumps dispensable. In cases where this is not applicable, due
to topographic constraints and reservoir characteristics, the use of reinjection pumps
becomes part of the production facilities (Kohl et al. 2008: 75–76). In our model, however, we assume the former, namely that a sufficient height difference can be realized,
and injection is effective without using additional pumping force.
Considering Eq. (5), notice that the injection temperature represents a decisive role
for the heat extracted. Typical injection temperatures for power plants focusing purely
on electricity generation are in the range of 40 °C to 80 °C (Gerber and Maréchal 2012:
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911; Kohl et al. 2008: 28; Mouchot et al. 2019: 2), depending on the plant type and cooling system. Furthermore, we assume that the locations of the injection wells are chosen
at a sufficient distance from the production wells in order to avoid premature thermal
breakthrough.
Capacity factor

The capacity factor (cap) of a geothermal power plant is very high due to the independence of climate and seasonality (Stefansson 2002: 266) and usually reaches values well
above 90%. Reasons for such an exceptional capacity factor, besides the above-mentioned ones, are the base-load nature of geothermal energy, the absence of a fuel cycle,
and the relatively modest temperature and pressure under which geothermal power
plants operate, resulting in low stress on materials and therefore requiring less maintenance (Chamorro et al. 2012: 11). Accordingly, we use a capacity factor of 95% for our
calculations, which seems to be appropriate for modern-day geothermal power plants
and represents a frequently used value in economic calculations (Nathwani and Mines
2015).
Economic parameters
Costs

The investment costs of geothermal power plants are usually divided into the cost of surface and subsurface investment.
Surface investment: surface investment in this case describes the investment required
for the power plant and gathering system. From the many studies on this subject, we
have chosen the formulation by Chamorro et al. (2012: 17), which is based on economies of scale and deals with capital costs in the range of 1000–2000 US$/kW for a corresponding capacity of between 5–150 MWe for flash and dry stream power plants:

Csurfspec = 2000 · exp [−0.0045 · (W − 5)].

(14)

Since the installation costs of binary plants are typically higher (Augustine et al. 2012:
13; Kohl et al. 2008: 73), we have to consider an alternative function for the installation
costs for this type:

Csurfspec = 3000 · exp [−0.008 · (W − 1)].

(15)

Equation (15) results in installation costs of between 2285 and 3000 US$/kW for a
binary plant with a capacity in the range of 1–35 M
 We.
Subsurface investment: While in some studies, due to the uncertainty about geological properties, the subsurface costs are implemented only as a percentage of the total
investment cost (e.g., Chamorro et al. 2012 assuming a 50% share, hence equal to surface
investment), we attempt to specify these costs by calculating the number of wells necessary for a targeted capacity and determine the drilling costs via the reservoir properties such as depth, or whether it is an EGS, which incurs additional costs for reservoir
stimulation.
Costs per well: The cost estimation is based on the work of Lukawski et al. (2014).
Equation (16) entails an exponential increase in cost with depth:
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(16)

where Cwell (US$) are the well costs and MD (m) is the measured depth.
In the case of an EGS we need to account for reservoir/well stimulation; the GETEM
proposes a fixed value of US$ 2.4 million per well stimulation, independent of depth
(EERE 2016). Using this value, we specify the EGS well cost function as:


CEGSwell = 1.72 · 10−7 · (MD)2 + 2.3 · 10−3 · MD + 1.78 · 106 .
(17)
Number of wells required (initial and make-up wells): The following equation
reflects the initial number of wells required Nw for a constant given plant capacity W
(MWe) with a reserve factor r of up to T years in dependence of the initial annual harmonic decline rate Di (Sanyal 2004: 3):


w̄ · Nw
1
T=
−1 .
(18)
Di (1 + r/100)W
Equation (18) is used to derive a formulation for the number of wells required.
However, since the reservoir lifetime results from the optimization with respect to
the production rate, it is not known how many wells will be necessary from the outset. Nevertheless, the initial number of wells required, Nwi , can be calculated in a
straightforward manner using Eq. (19), with W (MWe) being total plant capacity and
w̄ (MWe) being the average capacity per well:

Nwi = W /w̄.

(19)

This results in subsurface costs of:

Csubsurf = Cwell · Nwi .

(20)

Further, reformulation of Eq. (18) yields Eq. (21), which gives the total number of
wells required for the entire lifetime of the reservoir. Note that both T and W , as well
as the production decline rate Di′ from Eq. (9), are, as with any other function specified, ultimately in dependence of the extraction flow Q (m3 s−1):


1 + T · Di′ · (W + W · r/100)
(21)
.
Nw =
w̄
Knowing both the total number of wells necessary and the number of initial wells
required, Eq. (22) can be used for calculating the number of make-up wells Nwu necessary to keep production on a constant level throughout the lifetime of the reservoir:

Nwu = Nw − Nwi .

(22)

The reason why we are interested in dividing the initial number of wells and the
number of make-up wells is because the costs of the latter are incurred in later periods and must be discounted accordingly. Equation (23) determines the discounted
development costs of make-up wells, with i being the interest rate, for an even
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distribution of the make-up drillings over the lifetime of the reservoir starting after
year one:

Cmakeup =



T
1

Cwell ·

Nwu −it
· e d.
T

(23)

Operation and maintenance: The operation and maintenance (O&M) costs are
assumed to be proportional to the energy production, and follow an exponential decline
with increasing plant capacity (Sanyal 2004: 2). Equation (24) reflects the specific O&M
costs CO&Mspec (US$/MWh) as a function of the installed capacity W (MWe) (Chamorro
et al. 2012: 17):

CO&Mspec = 20 · exp[−0.0025 · (W − 5)].

(24)

This results in O&M costs that exponentially decrease from 20 US$/MWh for a
 We plant.
5 MWe plant to 14 US$/MWh for a 150 M
Exploration and permitting: Additionally, we have to account for exploration and permitting costs. Up-front drilling for exploration is required to locate potential well placements in a greenfield and therefore includes drilling costs and leasing costs, respectively.
The GETEM suggests a default of drilling one small diameter well (20% cheaper) for
initial development of the site (EERE 2016). This is then followed by drilling two more
full-sized wells to gather information and allowing each following well drilled to be successful, which substantiates our assumption of a constant average well productivity.
Using Eq. (25) we can build up our costs for exploration and permitting by using a cost
multiplier of 20% to account for permitting and leasing:

CE&P = 1.2 · 2.8 · Cwell .

(25)

Revenues

Revenues P (€) are calculated on the basis of the electrical output generated Eel (MWh)
and the corresponding electricity price p (€ MWh−1):

P = p · Eel .

(26)

Values in our calculations are oriented towards the current German wholesale dayahead spot market with an electricity price of around 50 €/MWh (EPEX 2019) and the
German feed-in tariff for geothermal sources of 240 €/MWh (BDEW 2017: 36). All
aforementioned cost values US dollars are converted into € using the official exchange
rate of 0.88 (as of 20 February 2019).

Objective function

The main objective for the endogenized lifetime model proposed is to express the optimal exploitation of the stock from an economic perspective, subject to the plant operator’s control of the flow rate, Q, and the installed capacity, W. That way, we include the
temporal component as a free value, rather than assuming a fixed lifetime, which is the
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main idea of this model and initially inspired by the theory of optimal resource extraction as described by Perman et al. (2003). In summary, we can specify the NPV as a
function of Q:

NPV(Q) = −CE&P − Csurf − Csubsurf − Cmakeup
+

T
0




Pannual − CO&M,annual · e−it dt.

(27)

The constrained optimization problem is solved (using MATLAB) in order to determine the maximum NPV—within the boundaries of 5–150 MWe for a natural geothermal system (Case 1) and 1–35 MWe for an EGS (Case 2), respectively.
Additionally, we calculate the levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) (€/kWh) as a present value measure of the average total cost to build, operate and maintain the geothermal power plant over its entire, endogenously determined lifetime, divided by the total
(cumulative) energy output over the expected lifetime (Pawel 2014: 69):

T
CE&P + Csurf + Csubsurf + CMakeup + 0 CO&M,annual · e−it dt
LCOE =
.
T
3
it
0 W · cap · 8760 · 10 · e dt

(28)

Case studies
The two exemplary cases analyzed with the hybrid model are described next, followed
by the application of the model and a detailed sensitivity analysis of key parameters. A
broad range of data has been collected from several publications, whereas others have
already been discussed and explained above. Together, two different exemplary cases,
which are the starting point for the economic evaluation, are created. The reservoirs are
chosen to reflect the two extremes for the use of geothermal energy for electricity production. One is a convective high-enthalpy hydrothermal reservoir of moderate depth,
i.e., an ideal natural geothermal system. The other reservoir reflects the case of a deep
petrothermal unconventional system based on conductivity, i.e., an HDR system. By
looking at the two extremes, we can determine more precisely to what extent the use of
new geothermal energy sources differs from that of conventional energy sources. This
refers to the extent to which certain parameters influence cost effectiveness, and what
statements can be made about sustainable operation as previously discussed.
Case study description
Case 1: Conventional (convective high‑enthalpy hydrothermal) system

Case 1 is oriented towards the Wairakei–Tauhara geothermal system and reflects a
liquid-dominated high-enthalpy reservoir with a strong convective energy recharge
(O’Sullivan et al. 2010: 315). The bedrock consists of rhyolite (Bignall et al. 2010) and the
values for density, heat capacity and heat production from radiogenic decay of the reservoir rock were chosen accordingly. Drilling depth is set to 1500 m, as reported by Bignall
et al. (2010: 6). Porosity is determined to be 20% and temperature reaches values as high
as 270 °C (Björnsson and Bodvarsson 1990: 19). We assume that temperature of the produced fluid is lower and suggest a value of 260 °C, while the temperature of reinjected
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water is set to 65 °C. Because of the relatively high temperature, we choose a net conversion efficiency of 14% based on previous analysis. Average well productivity is set at
5 MWe per well and due to the strong convective recharge of the field of 13.3 W m−2,
we raise the reference capacity for a 5% annual decline to 100 MWe. Note that because
of the large surface area (30 km2), we assumed the reservoir to be quite thin (150 m),
as we wanted to stay in the range of a 150 MWe power plant during our optimization
model runs in order not to violate cost constraints, while at the same time maintaining
the properties of the heavy recharge. Based on our findings, we select a recovery factor
of 20% (see “Recovery factor”). These and all other values used for the optimization are
listed in Table 3.
Case 2: Enhanced (conductive low‑enthalpy petrothermal) system

Case 2 to some extent resembles the prominent EGS project Soultz-sous-Forêts in
France (Alsace). Its reservoir is located at a depth of 3500–5000 m (Moeck 2014: 875)
and is composed of granite (Moeck 2014: 878). Reservoir temperature averages at 180 °C
(Gerard and Kappelmeyer 1987: 399) and water is produced and reinjected at temperatures of 175 °C and 65 °C, respectively (Bine.info 2009). The reservoir volume amounts
to 3 k m3, with a base area of 3 km2 (Bine.info 2009), and has a low porosity of 1% (Moeck
2014: 878). Further values can be found in Table 3. As the idea is to model a pure petrothermal system, some of the values originate from the HDR project Cooper Basin (South
Australia), because the energy recharge at the Soultz-sous-Forêts site is also sustained by
a convective flow.
Optimization and implications

In this section, the economic feasibility of the two reservoirs is assessed in terms of the
NPV and the LCOE. Furthermore, initial findings on sustainable production are presented. Running the model with the parameter values reported in Table 3 results in the
following optimizations.
Case 1

Figure 3a shows that for the selected parameters an installed capacity of 126.7 MWe
results in a maximum NPV of €196.04 million, and that the LCOE amount to 2.93 €-ct/
kWh. The remarkably low value of the latter is due to the ideal qualities of the reservoir,
characterized by moderate depth, high temperatures (and thus a relatively high conversion factor), a strong recharge (and thus relatively moderate production decline), and the
possibility of exploiting economies of scale. LCOE in the vicinity of 3 €-ct/kWh is a common value for natural geothermal reservoirs with excellent conditions (Kohl et al. 2008:
74; Bertani et al. 2018: 9). However, with this performance (which is constantly maintained by new make-up wells) the reservoir would already be exhausted after 41.2 years
of production. Nevertheless, due to its large surface area and thus extremely high
recharge of almost 400 MW in total, the withdrawn energy would be restored only after
roughly 50 years.
Through the fictitious assumption about the reservoir regarding the ratio of surface to
overall volume we have created an ideal reservoir that is referred to in the literature as
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Table 3 Parametrization for Case 1 (conventional geothermal system) and Case 2 (enhanced
geothermal system)
Parameter

Symbol

Case 1

Case 2

Unit

Source/section

Thermal capacity of reservoir
rock

cr

800

1000

(J kg−1 K−1) Proske (undated: 7)
Stober and Bucher (2014: 10)

Density of reservoir rock

ρr

2600

2700

(kg m−3)

Specific thermal capacity of fluid cf

4120

4120

(J kg−1 K−1) –

Density of heat carrying fluid

ρf

1000

1000

(kg m−3)

–

Porosity



20

1

(%)

Björnsson and Bodvarsson (1990:
19)
Moeck (2014: 878)

Reservoir volume

V

4.5 ⋅ 109

3 ⋅ 109

(m3)

–
Bine.info (2009)

Reservoir temperature

TR

270

180

(°C)

Björnsson and Bodvarsson (1990:
19)
Gerard and Kappelmeyer (1987:
399)

Surface temperature

TS

14

14

(°C)

Walter (2016: 7)

Measured drilling depth

MD

1500

4000

(m)

Bignall et al. (2010: 6)
Moeck (2014: 875)

Proske (undated: 7)

Recovery factor

R

20

5

(%)

cf. “Recovery factor”

Temperature of produced fluid

Tprod

260

175

(°C)

Björnsson and Bodvarsson (1990:
19) bine.info (2009)

Temperature of reinjected fluid

Trein j

65

65

(°C)

cf. “Reinjection”
Bine.info (2009)

Heat from radioactive decay

HR

2.7 ⋅ 10–6

3 ⋅ 10–6

(W m−3)

Hasterok and Webb (2017: 925)
Rybach (1976)

Heat flow from earth’s interior

HF

13.3

0.105c

(W m−2)

O’Sullivan et al. (2010: 315)

7

6

Reservoir surface area

A

3∙10

3 ⋅ 10

(m2)

O’Sullivan et al. (2010: 315)
Bine.info (2009)

Net conversion efficiency

η

14

8

(%)

cf. “Conversion efficiency”

Average productivity per well

w̄

5

1.5

(MWe)

cf. “Well productivity”

Electricity price/feed-in tariff

p

50

240d

(€ MWh−1)

EEX (2019)
BDEW (2017: 36)

Discount rate

i

5

5

(%)

–

Reference initial production
decline rate

Di

5

5

(%)

cf. “Production decline”

Reference initial capacitya

Wi

100

25

(MWe)

cf. “Production decline”

Well reserve factor

r

10

0

(%)

cf. “Production decline”

Tax rate

tax

20b

–e

(%)

–

Surrounding thermal compensation

β

1

6

(%)

cf. “Recovery factor”

Flash

Binary

Plant type
Capacity factor

cap

Start for make-up well drilling
a

O’Sullivan et al. (2010: 315)
Bine.info (2009)

0.95

0.95

(%)

cf. “Capacity factor”

1

1

(a)

cf. “Costs (Number of wells
required)”

Due to the strong convective setting, reference production decline capacity was set to 100 M
 We

b

We chose a very moderate tax rate, as the model currently does not take into account realization of tax savings

c

Value of the heat flow from Cooper Basin, an HDR project in South Australia (O’Sullivan et al. 2010: 315)

d
Case 2 is calculated with the current German feed-in tariff for geothermal electricity as normal electricity prices were not
sufficient for profitable operation
e

Taxes have been neglected for Case 2
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Fig. 3 NPV and reservoir lifetime in dependence of installed capacity. a NPV as a function of installed
capacity (Case 1); b lifetime as a function of capacity (Case 1); c NPV as a function of installed capacity (Case
2); d lifetime as a function of capacity (Case 2)

‘renewable’, since an excessive production also leads to a renewal of the reservoir within
the same order of time. Optionally, the reservoir could also be used cyclically, the alternative being a permanent, truly sustainable operation that meets the condition E = Re.
This condition would correspond to an installed capacity of approx. 65 MWe for the
given case. By the rate of change of the stock ṠR = −E + Re the lifetime of the reservoir
increases exponentially and approaches infinity, as illustrated in Fig. 3b.
After covering the two extremes of excessive and sustainable production, we want
to focus on production in a sustainable manner. As a reminder: lifetimes between 100
and 300 years were suggested by different authors. For Case 1 this results in capacities
between 89.96 and 72.83 MWe. This again reflects the strong recharge, as even a moderate reduction in capacity can extend the time until reservoir depletion occurs significantly (triple lifetime).
Case 2

Figure 3c shows that for the selected parameters an installed capacity of 7.7 MWe results
in a maximum NPV of €62.65 million, and a LCOE of 16.94 €-ct/kWh, which again is
very consistent with the values proposed in other studies (Campos Rodríguez et al. 2013:
118; Kohl et al. 2008: 78). The high value of the LCOE is made up of the increased costs
for the installation, drilling and reservoir stimulation, as well as the lower temperatures
resulting in lower conversion efficiencies, but also due to lower productivity of wells and
poorer reservoir properties such as porosity, recharge and recovery factor. Note that
the reservoir volume of Case 1 is only 50% larger than the one for Case 2, making the
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Table 4 Production modes and results for Cases 1 and 2
NPV (million €)

Capacity (MWe)

Reservoir lifetime
(a)

Case 1

Case 2

Case 1

Case 2

Case 1

Case 2

Excessive production

196.04

62.65

126.66

7.66

41.2

23.8

Production in a sustainable manner

165.98

1.71

89.96

1.84

100

128.77

− 29.54

72.83

0.63a

300

64.25

0.03a

Infinite

Production mode

Sustainable production
a

109.59

− 45.46

Values outside the defined range of the cost function, which results in a slight increase in both the surface and O&M costs

divergence between the NPV results even more impressive considering that revenues
(feed-in tariff ) for Case 2 are almost five times as high and not subject to corporate tax.
Altogether, this reflects the current status of EGS, namely that they cannot operate economically and/or sufficiently low financial risk, without guaranteed feed-in tariffs (in
Germany, e.g., for 20 years). The lifetime of the presented case amounts to 23.8 years,
which is a typical value for an EGS. Regeneration time is calculated to be approximately
7000 years.
Table 4 provides an overview of the different stages of operation for the discussed
cases. Although all capacities result in a positive NPV for Case 1, it is apparent that the
excessive operation is the most profitable one, as could already be seen in Fig. 3a. For
Case 2, the only production mode linked to sustainability which results in a positive
NPV is the production in a sustainable manner with a targeted capacity of approx. 1.8
MWe, resulting in a reservoir lifetime of 100 years.
Sensitivity analysis

A sensitivity analysis is performed by a gradual 10% increase/decrease for the following parameters: average well productivity, production decline,2 interest rate, surface,
subsurface3 and O&M costs as well as electricity price/feed-in tariff, respectively, for
Cases 1 and 2. The variations of these parameters are compared to the NPV, LCOE,
installed capacity and lifetime of the reservoir in order to identify the most influential
one of them. Note that no parameters influenced by the optimization are kept as fixed,
so that for each change the model was run again to find a new optimal solution. Furthermore, notice that the electricity price/feed-in tariff has not been changed all the way
to -50%, since there would be no positive result and therefore the optimization leads to
the conclusion that no operation is initiated. A similar effect can be observed for the
installed capacity for Case 1, since the optimization requires an upper limit of 150 M
 We,
as the implemented cost functions are not supported beyond this range. This upperlimit boundary leads to some parameter curves apparently flattening out, a phenomenon
which should be borne in mind when interpreting the results.

2

This value refers to the initial reference production decline; resulting values are automatically calculated during optimization based on Eq. (9), see “Well productivity”.
3

The subsurface costs in this case refer to the estimated costs for drilling a well and thus influence both the initial subsurface cost and the costs for make-up drilling.
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a
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400

e

100

Millions

Millions
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200
100

80
60
40
20

0

0

LCOE [€/kWh]
0.035

b

0.24

LCOE [€/kWh]

f

Installed capacity [MW]

g

0.22
0.20

0.030

0.18
0.16

0.025

0.14
0.12

0.020

150

NPV [€]

120

0.10

Installed capacity [MWe]

c

140

12
10

130
120

8

110
100

6

90
80

100
90
80
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60
50
40
30
20

4

Reservoir lifeme [a]

d

40

Reservoir lifeme [a]

h

35
30
25
20
15

Fig. 4 Results of the sensitivity analysis for Case 1 (left plot) and Case 2 (right plot)

Case 1

Figure 4a depicts the NPV versus a percentage deviation in the values of the various independent variables from their initial value. A steeper curve through the base case point
implies a higher sensitivity of the NPV with regard to the variable represented by the curve.
Figure 4a clearly shows that the electricity price has the highest impact on the NPV. However, a decrease in the interest rate has a similarly strong effect for Case 1. This is because
a decreasing interest rate lowers the urge to achieve profits quickly, thus empowering the
recharge capabilities of the reservoir, which in turn leads to more energy being produced
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over the plant’s lifetime. Average well productivity and O&M costs appear to have similar
effects on the NPV but obviously in opposite directions. A + 50% variation for O&M cost
and − 50% variation for the average well productivity both result in an NPV of around €70
million for the given case. On the other side of the variation, however, O&M costs have a
larger influence. This connection is not quite apparent at first but can be explained in combination with the optimal installed capacity (cf. Fig. 4c). The reduction in O&M costs has a
more or less purely monetary effect, while an increase in average well productivity also has
a significant effect on the optimal capacity, which in the dynamic nature of the model leads
to an increased production decline and higher installation costs, which counteracts part of
the cost savings. Surface and subsurface costs seem to have a roughly comparable impact
on the NPV in the defined case. Out of all the parameters analyzed, production decline has
the smallest impact.
Figure 4b illustrates the influence of the parameters varied on the LCOE. Once again
O&M costs and average well productivity show a similarly strong but mirrored effect,
which this time is higher than the influence of all other parameters. Notice that an
increase in the electricity price actually leads to a slightly higher LCOE, which can be
explained by the fact that the operator has an incentive to realize profits more quickly,
and thus pursues a more aggressive production strategy which causes the cost per unit
of energy produced to rise. The same explanation applies to the interest rate, but with
much greater impact. The influence of a change in production decline is again found to
be very minor. While surface and subsurface costs are again almost congruent in the 0
to + 50% direction, the influences on the 0 to − 50% side diverge.
Illustrating the influence on the installed capacity the upper bound of 150 M
 We is
clearly reached for a couple of parameters. We have already stated that an increase in
electricity price and interest rate will lead to a more excessive production scheme. The
same applies to an increase in average well productivity as well as a decrease in the production decline.
A decrease in subsurface costs leads to a drastic increase in installed capacity, not only
due to the fact that the subsurface costs account for a major part of the initial investment, but also because they have a reducing influence on further investments, which by
nature of the model increase with capacity, namely the costs for make-up well drilling
(see “Production decline”). Although the modeled production decline rises with increasing capacity, requiring more make-up wells to be drilled, these are in this case reduced in
cost, with the result that economic optimization quickly leads to an installed capacity of
150 MWe. Interestingly, although the production decline had one of the least influential
effects on NPV and LCOE, a decrease of 50% leads to the cap of an installed capacity
of 150 MWe due to the indirect cost savings related to drilling less make-up wells. Surface as well as O&M costs are found to have the least impact on installed capacity. This
can be explained by their nature (economies of scale), which means that an increase or
decrease in costs is to some extent offset by the capacity realized (see “Costs”).
The effect of the individual parameters on the lifetime of the reservoir is shown in
Fig. 4d. Basically, it is a mirrored representation of the installed capacity, as the latter
determines how long the reservoir can be operated. However, since the recharge counteracts the extraction, the rather linear image in Fig. 4c results in a reversed exponential
distortion (recall Fig. 3b in this context).
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Case 2

Figure 4e presents the sensitivity analysis on the NPV for Case 2. Similarly to the electricity price in Case 1, a change in the feed-in tariff is very influential. Note that the
feed-in tariff has only been changed to − 30% and + 30%, as the former would result
in a negative economic outcome and the latter would only unnecessarily distort the
illustrations. In contrast to the natural geothermal system in Case 1, the HDR system
in Case 2 shows a significantly higher sensitivity with regard to subsurface costs, which
even exceeds the sensitivity related to the interest rate. This is not only because the wells
have a lower productivity, but also because the costs of the wells in this case—due to
the depth drilled and the additional stimulation required—are significantly higher. O&M
costs show a significantly lower impact, which is due to the fact that, in comparison to
the revenues, they have a considerably lower effect than in Case 1, since the value of
the feed-in tariff far exceeds the electricity price accounted for in Case 1. Average well
productivity, in contrast, shows a very familiar influence on the NPV. Surface costs also
show a slightly lower influence, which is due to the low realized capacity and thus results
in a low absolute value.
Figure 4f, reflecting the sensitivity of the LCOE, again highlights the strong impact
of the subsurface costs. It should be noted that, when disregarding economies of scale,
O&M costs have the same absolute impact in both cases, but appear marginal in Fig. 4f
due to the fact that the LCOE for the HDR system is almost an order of magnitude
higher compared to Case 1. For the same reason, the interest rate exceeds the latter, as it
influences the revenues generated in a proportionate way and thus takes approximately
the same relative position as in Case 1. The change in the feed-in tariff again has only a
minor relative impact on the LCOE, while the production decline in this case is almost
insensitive. This in turn is due to the fact that the calculated production decline refers to
a reference capacity of 25 MWe, which for all variations of the production decline is far
undercut during optimization (see Fig. 4g). Figure 4g shows how insensitive the installed
capacity is on some of the parameters in the case of our HDR system. O&M costs as well
as surface costs and production decline have hardly any influence, and even the interest rate shows only a moderate influence, which is in contrast to the effects observed in
Case 1, due to the comparatively shorter lifetime and the weaker recharge capabilities. In
addition to average well productivity and the feed-in tariff, subsurface costs again display
the highest impact.
Remember that the sensitivity analysis on the reservoir lifetime is a distorted reflection
of the installed capacity depending on the recharge characteristics of the reservoir. In
contrast to the dependence observed in Case 1, Fig. 4h represents a much more uniform
reversal than in Fig. 4g, since the recharge in this case is much lower and its exponential
influence on the lifetime becomes most apparent for those parameters affecting capacity
in the vicinity of 5 M
 We (cf. Fig. 3d), which in this case are the average well productivity
and the feed-in tariff.

Discussion of results
The results of the sensitivity analysis provide comprehensible results which, however,
vary greatly due to the different characteristics of the two cases. In order to gain deeper
insights, we now take a closer look at individual plots and thus establish our connection
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to the topic of sustainable operation. Our main focus is on the installed capacity because,
in conjunction with the recharge characteristics, it is the main influence on the longevity
of the reservoir (cf. Fig. 3b, d). Evaluating the results of the sensitivity analysis, parameters that have a significant influence on the installed capacity (and therefore reservoir
lifetime) can be identified. For Case 1, these main influential parameters are (in order
of intensity): subsurface cost, price of electricity, interest rate, average well productivity,
and production decline. For Case 2, the following ordering arises: subsurface cost, feedin tariff, and average well productivity. It has been shown that the interest rate does not
have such a significant influence on the installed capacity, but it is nevertheless examined as well. By analyzing the individual plots, we can determine the extent to which the
economic advantage of profit maximization exceeds compliance with the derived sustainability criteria.
Figure 5a–e shows the results of the optimization for a variation of the mentioned
parameters by ± 50% for Case 1. The two vertical lines in the plots represent the production within “sustainable manner boundaries” in the sense of 100 to 300 years of reservoir
lifetime, while ’true’ sustainability equals a capacity of approx. 65 M
 We for Case 1.
The optimization plots demonstrate that the reservoir could in all cases pursue any type
of sustainable operation and would nevertheless be economically viable. The deviation
from the most profitable operation, however, varies greatly with the variation of the respective parameters. For the initial case, the relative deviations from the economic optimum
depicted in Table 5 result.
Next, we discuss Fig. 5c in some more detail, as it represents the only plot where profit
maximization actually matches with a criterion of sustainability (the economic optimum
with an installed capacity of ~ 90 MWe corresponds to a production of 100 years). This is
due to the high recharge, which, combined with a low interest rate, ensures that the reservoir is utilized in a more long-term manner in order to extract the additional regenerative
energy. As the interest rate increases, the urge to realize profits in earlier periods rises alike
and the optimal capacity increases accordingly.
Although the interest rate has a clearly positive effect in terms of sustainable operation,
a lower social discount rate (compared to the market discount rate) cannot be applied as a
policy instrument. Albeit this would result in more “sustainability investments” appearing
attractive, projects would be undertaken which—due to a current lack of economic viability—would be likely to prove disadvantageous in the interests of people living in the future,
as they would burden future generations with an artificially inflated (but from today’s perspective uneconomical) capital stock. Assuming that the projects were financed exclusively
by public debt, future generations would have to service a debt burden that could exceed
the benefits of these projects. Thus a low social discount rate adopted that deviates from
the market interest rate does not serve the interests of future generations, as it will not safeguard the future opportunities of society (Zweifel et al. 2017: 48).
Figure 6a–d shows the results of the optimization for a variation of the previously mentioned parameters with a significant influence on installed capacity, and/or reservoir lifetime, for Case 2. In this case, the vertical line corresponds to the lower limit of “production
in a sustainable manner”, i.e., a lifetime of 100 years. Other sustainability criteria, i.e., upper
bound and true sustainability, have been found to be non-compliant.
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Fig. 5 Sensitivity analysis for key parameters on the optimization results—Case 1. The vertical lines represent
the production within “sustainable manner boundaries” in the sense of 100 (right vertical line) to 300 years
(left vertical line) of reservoir lifetime. a Variation of subsurface cost; b variation of electricity price; c variation
of interest rate; d variation of average well productivity; e variation of production decline

The plots of the optimizations demonstrate that in quite a few cases a sustainable operation according to the lower boundary of the technical sustainability definition cannot be
achieved, and is usually on the verge of profitability. The parameters used in the model
result in the following economic limitations of sustainable operation (100 years of lifetime) for the defined HDR system: (a) an increase of subsurface cost greater than 10%; (b)
a decrease of feed-in tariff greater than 10%; (c) a decrease of average well productivity
greater than 30%; and (d) an increase of the interest rate greater than 10%. It is shown that
the capacity does not change that much with the interest rate. This becomes apparent when
considering that one of its main differences is the minor recharge.
The pursuit of a sustainable production with regard to the lower bound leads to a relative
NPV deviation of − 97% compared to the economic optimum for the initial Case 2, which
is a remarkable difference in comparison to the conventional system (cf. Table 5).
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Fig. 6 Sensitivity analysis for key parameters on the optimization results—Case 2. The vertical line represents
the production within “sustainable manner boundaries” in the sense of 100 years of reservoir lifetime. a
Variation of subsurface cost; b variation of feed-in tariff; c variation of average well productivity; d variation of
interest rate

Table 5 Deviation between sustainable and profit-maximizing production modes—Case 1
Production mode

Deviation
from NPVmax
(%)

Production in a sustainable manner
Lower bound (100 years)
Upper bound (300 years)
Truly sustainable production

− 15.3
− 34.3

− 44.1

Conclusion
In this study, we developed a tool for the optimal utilization of geothermal resources
and applied it on a convective high-enthalpy hydrothermal reservoir, as well as a lowenthalpy conductive petrothermal system. The developed model provides reasonable results for both systems, thus covering both extremes. The decisive difference
to ordinary economic evaluations of geothermal resources is that the temporal component is treated as free (endogenous) instead of exogenously imposing a fixed lifetime. The implementation of various geological, technical and economic data results
in a dynamic structure for the optimization of economic efficiency. The lifetime of the
reservoir influenced by the optimization is the pivotal point for the discussion about
a sustainable operation, which was discussed on the basis of existing literature. By
carrying out a sensitivity analysis, we were able to identify not only those parameters
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that have an impact on economic performance, but also those that have a considerable influence on the installed capacity and the lifetime, respectively, and thus on the
derived sustainability criteria. The reservoirs show very different sensitivities, which
is due to the difference of the recharge capabilities and cost functions. In accordance
with the related literature, the conventional system was found to be very economical,
whereas the enhanced system can only be operated economically with a sufficiently
high feed-in tariff. The LCOE for the two cases have been calculated at 2.93 €-ct/kWh
and 16.94 €-ct/kWh, respectively. Furthermore, the conventional system was found to
be capable of meeting the sustainability criteria in almost all cases. These include the
operation in an equilibrium between extraction and recharge as well as the technical definition of an operation time between 100 and 300 years. Economic optimization, however, leads to more excessive production schemes in all cases except for a
macroeconomic climate dictated by a low interest rate, and thus reflects the behavior
of modern-day power plant operations. The enhanced system, in contrast, could not
do justice to a sustainable operation in most cases. Nevertheless, in the default case
and within some slight variations of various parameter values, it can reach the lower
threshold of our technical definition, i.e., it can operate over a lifetime of 100 years
under the given circumstances, but is hardly economical. At this point, however, the
question arises as to how useful this definition is for petrothermal systems. Accordingly, one could also argue to use the resource regardless of time. The earth’s heat is
inexhaustible from a human point of view, but conductive systems need a considerable time until they reach their pre-production status and are in that sense an exhaustible resource that should not be taken lightly.
Concluding, it should be noted that natural geothermal systems can be operated sustainably, but our optimizations show that a more excessive operation is generally economically beneficial. Artificially developed reservoirs for electricity generation that are
purely sustained by a conductive heat flow are simply not economically viable or depend
on high feed-in tariffs. With the more favorable reservoirs for EGS utilization that are
also sustained by a conductive heat flow lying somewhere in between, it can be stated
that these could be also operated in a sustainable manner, but again, without external
influences, economic incentives would lead to excessive production.
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